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1.

Notice to the users.

Only users of the Ela.n assembler need, in addition to section 1.2 ,

all the information contained in chapters 2 and 3.
Users who want to program in Algol tran their terminal will find all
the necessary intorma tion in sections 2 .1 and 1. 1.

Users of the conversational language described in technical note N57
need only the information contained in sections 2 .1 and 1. ~.

Acknowledgement.
The reprogramming of the Elan assembler necessitated by i ta implemen-

tation in the system has been done by Mr Wy'baux.
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o. r;r:NEP~I...L OP'...:::lJ1.TION ~I!;C IPLF.S

0 . 1 Introductory remarks.
'i.be initial goa l of the system was to provide access to the conversational language described in technical note N57, while normal
ba tchprocessing could proceetl in the CODlJll ter room.

A close look at that "normal ba tchprocessing" showed that a
lot of time was lost by almost synchronous IO, which limited
execution speed to the speed of the slowest device involved.
This limitation was due tot ,e fact that the Algol and Elan Systems
were initially designed for core only , and that they used a limited
number of fixed buffers in core. The time-sharing system under which
the conversational language was implemented used a variable number
of buffers and was able to handle s t ort bursts of output without
loss of efficiency.
An ,Vident solution for efficient utilization of the parallelism
between the CPU and CHARON was to use e. fixed number of buffers in
core, and a variable number of buffers on the drum.
From then on, there was no problem to allow access to all
peripheral devices from any userterminal, provided that the input
devices r eading in the batch jobs become available on each "end of
file" occurrence.
This devi ce allocation scheme explains why the system is oriented
to individua l jobs, rather than to contiguous files of prog-rams,
seperated by da1R delimiter cards, jobcontrol cards, etc.

s.

Job control cards (or tape) may be used, but t he system considers
t he complete set of jobcontrol commands as a single file, which is
stored entirely before execution of the job starts~ These restrictions
did not deteriorate the throughput of the systems. An (unexpected)
application of t he equivalence of the termi nals and the operator's
console is t ha t a long job is usually started on the batch input device
in the machine-room, and smaller jobs are run in parallel from the
operator' s terminal.

6.

0 . 2 1iardwa.re.
The system was originally designed for t r,e following configuration s
A. n X

32;,.-

words memory , with memory protection.

A drum, 51 2x words.
A PDVi/I, 4~ words, connected to X9 via a DX28A intPrface.
1 operator console.

3 A~R33 t crmine.la oonne r t~d to PD r .
line printer.
1 tapepuncher.

1cardread r-r.
1 tapereader.

The configu- ation cannot be extended. A 32K memory allowes direct
addressing, and one peripheral device of each type r-implifies the allo
cation schemes and the communication routines. Full advantage of the
limited configuration was taken in an effort to reduce resident code
and tables to a minimum.

,....

__ ...-~ -.~~-----~----------------------------.,,,....

....

0 .3 Pr inciples of operation.
0. 3 .1. CPU Allocation.
All processes whic h are not permanently resident in core a.re queued in
four first-out lis ta of decreasing priority. Three system processes are
entirely resident and purely interrupt driven a the interrupt handlers
of the operator's console printing mechanism, of the drum and of the

PDP, 1 - XO interface respectively.
I'he other interruptha.ndlers may require nonresident code, in case
of device malfunctioning or upon "end of file" or "end of message"
occurrence. The small amounts of CPU time and of core they need justify
a hL..,.h priority. When these programs are activated by a.n interrupt or
by a communication routines, they are put in the queue of highest
priority (=1), where they remain until they are completed.
A maximum of four userprograms may be active, i.e. as much as there
are terminals. 'They may be in one of the queues of priority 2 ,3 or 4.
Their current priority depends on the conversational ~spect of their
actions and on the current CHY time t hey have alreaay consumed.
A conversational program (i.e. a program usinrr the jobcontrol program or
the conversational language compiler) is put in the queue of priority
2 either upon arrival of a new inputline, either upon an interrupt
generated by the interruptkey of a terminal, or whenever its userterminal is in a state where it can accept new outputlinee. It is
a.lloce. ted a times lice of 500 ms. In the same thre·e ca.see a non conversational uaerprogram is put in t he queue of priority 3 and gets a.
timeslice of 10 s.

---:19• . . -----

,, .

A userprogram whicr. was wa.itiw for any resource is put i n the
queue of priority 4 when the requested resource becomes available.
In t he queue of priority 4 , eac r, program receives in tur n a times lice
of 1 minute.

At the end of timeslice, a program is put in the last position
of the next lower priority nueue, or of t :1e pri ority 4 queue.

).

0. 3 . 2 Memory allocation.
0. 3 . 2 .1 Core memory.
Core memory is divided into 32 pe.geframes of 1024 words length,
which correspond to a drumtrack. Pa.geframes

8

to 4 are occupted by devic

administra tion routi _ne s , resident system functions and tables, as we l l as
f ixed I O buffers. The first half of pe.geframe 5 contains buffers for user
IO operations. Each userprogram disposes at any time of the second half.
I t disposes of one ore more of the pe.ge f rames 6 to 31 upon explicit
demand. The system keeps for each program a page tabLe of pe.gedescriptions
one de scriptor for each pa.geframe the program may occupy.
A

pe.gedescriptior contains:
- the coreaddress of the p:l,g'efra me.
- a boolean

II

private".

- a boolea n "shared".
- a boolean "on drum".
- a boolean "in core".
- a boolean "modified".
- a. druma.ddress. ( if "ondrwn" is true, a copy of the page is
stored

't t

that address; otherwise, t his drunadd.ress if the

address to which t he

JRg8

will be swapped of t he corres ponding

p:Lgef rame is required by another program)
Another system t able, the page f;rametabLe , contai ns for each of t he

27 pagefra.mes which c~n be allocated a descriptor which consists of
- a

boolean "occupied".

- if "occupi ed" , the name of t he owner and a pointer to the

descri pt or i n t he owner' s pagetab Le .
- a drumaddr ess if a copy of t he page is on drum .

----------------------------------

.....~-·-·--·~·-··•-·

,
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- the e.mount of transpltoperation 8 not yet completed for that

pageframe.

Before control is given to a program, its pagetabte is scanned and
the missing pages are brought into core. A missing }8ge is characterized
by either "private" or "aha.red" being true, while "in core" is false.
If "on drum" is false also, an addi tione.l pagefra.me has been requested.

When a iageframe has to be &llooa ted or when a missing page has to
be broU8ht into core, the pageframetabte ie consulted. If "occupied" is
true, the current priority of the re~uester is compared with the current
priority of the current owner of the pageframe (The current priority ie a
combination of the queue and of the position in that queue.) If the
owner's priority is higher, the allocation or transfer is postponed.
If the requester's priority is higher, the owner's pagetabte is consul-

ted. "In core" is set to false. If "on drum" of the owner is true, the

page need not be saved, otherwise the page ie swapped to the drumaddress mentioned in the owner's pagetabZea "on.
the transp.it counter in the pagefr'ametabZ~

Ir

"on drum"

or

drum~

·1a · et ~o true arxl

ie increased by 1.

the requester ie true, a copy will be fetched from

the drum. This trans put operation may be old. tted if the requested page
is"shared" and the comparison of the drumaddress in the requester's
pagetabZe and the pagefr'ametabZe shows that the page is still there.

If the tra.nsput operation ie necessary, the trans put counter is i ~ ased. The "drumaddress" in the requester's pagetabZe is copied into the

pagef'ra,netabZe

if the page may be shared .. (In order to a.void transput

operations when other programs request that page.)
The booleans "on drum" are set to false only for "modified" pages,

11 .

as soon as all the missing pages have been brOUi;ht in and the
corresponding transput counters have become zero. Finally, a memory
protection pattern is set, which prevents unauthorized memory accesses
and permits the system to check whether an explicit drumtransputopera-

tion, requested by a u.serprogram, is legal or not.
The system does not use memory protection interrupts for dynamic
core allocation. Some combinations of instructions do not allow the
sys tern to identify the pa.~eframe the userprog·ra.m tried to access. Userprograms whic:1 do not use these combin.a tions may :1andle these interrupts
t hemselves.
Phe

followiru,; Algol schema tic program sumuarizes these operations

12 .

begin
if "private" V "s'.1.ared" then
b egin

if "occupied" !h~
begin if priority of requester < priority of owner
~

postpone allocation

~

begin "incore" of owner s

if

"on drum" of owner

:c:

false;

~

begin swap page to "drumaddress" of owner;
"on drum" of owner : = ~ ;
transput counter : • transput counter + 1

end

i£

"on drum" , . ___ ..., ("s hared" " druma.ddress of requester = drumaddress
i r: page frametab le) ~

ber,in ~-:et pe.ge from drum;
transput counter : "' transput counter + 1

_,
end•
"in core"

=

true;

drumaddress i!'l pageframetable : ,. if "shared" then
druma.ddress of requester~ Of

end

~ .... .,,.a..r.,.,,,,_. . .: _ f '____ , _

_ , "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

0.3. 2.2. Private drumspace.
At system loading time, the opera tor can allocate a. maximum of
128K of private drums~oe to the userprograms. Userprograms refer to
it by relative addresses •. At each reference, the system will convert

the relative address into a fixed one and test if all addresses, in
core as well as on drum, are legal, This private drumspace can be used
as temporarJ storage in Al gol or assembler programs, but only for the
duration of a session ..

o.;.2.3. Library and IO files.
The external "storage of the system is not sufficient to hold
several large data.sets and/or core images of object programs. Nor is a
drum reliable enough as long term storage of data. without a physi~l
copy. There

by

the library is meant to contain most frequently used

utility programs and to preserve conversational sourceprograms from
one seeeion to another. Library members can be referred to

by

the job-

controlprograms, the conversational language compiler, or, through the
system ser vices , by assembler programs. For a more detailed description,

refer to the sections 2 . 4 , 8 and 3 , 8
Librar,J members and IO information are orea,nized in files

consisting of chained blocks of 128 words. An important part of the
drum is reserved to contain these files. Thie area is divided into
blocks of 128 words. At any time, the number of blocks containing
library information may not exceed half the tot,-1.l number or bleoke.

The efficiency of the IO operations would decrease rapidly if the filespace were saturated with library information. The blocks not occupied
by library members are shared dynamic· .lly between the input a.nd output
0

information, but saturation with input information is avoided by
limiting the nuinber of blocks occupied by input t ilea to half the

_
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numr,er of blocks available for IO files.
If saturation oc4urs, the system can get rid of output information by
a ctivati~ the devices t he information is destined to.

o., .~. Peripherals.
o., ., .1 Sha.red slow

devices.

Four fixed buf f ers of 12 8 words are shared between the device
handlers of t he lineprinter, t he tapepuncher , the cardreader and the
tapercader. Sa.ch uaerprogram possesses a simimar set of buffers, but
t hese are i :1 core only when the program is active.
Inpu t device handlers pack characters in words, depos i t them into
a.

buffer, request a block on drum and transfer t he buffer to it, and re- '

que st a new buffer. The old buffer is joined to the list of available
buffers as soon as the transput operation is completed. Complementary
communication routines read the blocks into a ueerbuffer and deliver
t he characters one by one to the userprogra.m.
This process is reversed for output devices.
An input device handler is activated as a result of the first
request from a userprogram to a communication routine, if the device is
free. The request is queued if the device is busy. In both cases, the
requester temporarily looses his priority until at least one block of
input infornation is available .. The ini:nt device handler types a
message on t he ope r ator's console, consisti ng of the external name of
the dataset (if the userprogram did not provide an external name, the
user's identification is used instead) and t he account number. The
input device reads t he input stream and deposits it on drum as far as
input device i s available. At the ocOIIIM'ence of an "end of file" signal
the device handler removes t he first request from the queue or goes
into wai tsta te.

15.

Output device handlers are activated each time the r e is somethirl{' to do for them, i.e. at each "new form" or "close file" for the
lineprinter, at eao.: "close file" for the tapepuncher. They are also
activated if saturation of the IO buffer on drum occurs. As fe.r as
possible, only closed files are selected for output. The printer
however will start outIA,1tting non closed file s (from 2 0 forms up) but
will minimize mixi ng up the files.
As a

consequence the rate of information production or

consumption by the CPO is quasi independant of the physical speed of
t he IO devices. This fact increases drastically the overall throughput
of the sys tern.

16.

0.3. · .2 Terminals and the operator' s console.
As far as possible, communic,1 ti one wi t ·'l a usertermi nal and with
t he opera tor's console a.re made compe. ti b l e. Programs whic r, use only
the Ci iaracteraet of t ne operator's console may be run under control of
bot :1 types. 'l'here are only shight differences in manipulation s
Clpera tor' s co :-tsole
Cancel l i ne

s

Erase last character

RUBOUT

Bnd of message

RETURN

Keyboard blocked

',\'he n no input is

never (it is usod for

requested

communication wit•, a userprogram as well as wit··: the
system)

The PDP'; gathers c :taracters from t r1e user terminals, interprets control
c:1aracters and sends translated lines or messages to the Xr1

•

It serves

also as output buffer to the userterminals. (Program execution can be

5 lines ahead of the actual typing.)

-"~~-·-·----------------------------------------

0.3 . 4 . Software.
The algol compiler, the elan assembler and some utility programs have
been modified or rewritten to operate under system control, but remain
compatible with their previous versions.
This software was originally designed for core only assuming the
whole core memory available. It was not reentrant. For these reasons,
the system cannot take advantage neither of several programs sharing the
same software, nor of partial core occupation.
The conversational compiler being reentrant is made part
of the system.

Debbugfsing facilities for assembler programs are included in the
jobcontrol services.

--~----·---------------------------------

1h •

0.4

Performances.

Statistics collected over 452 jobs

:type of job
J

(reouired

number

total

c r:arged

of jobs cpu time

(cputime+

1

11ve rage

average

min.

cputime

cpu/

cpu/

,

cpu/

charged

c harged

4 II

• 16

. 02

. 89

swapping)

( cpu time)

ln'l.X,

charged

10"

113

6 ' 49"

10"-3 0"

101

34 ' 45"

1h 1 ' 38"

21"

. 56

. 04

1

30"-1'

96

1h9 ' 26"

1h34 ' 36"

43 "

.73

.37

. 96

1 '-2 '

49

1h5 ' 23 "

1h21 ' 48"

1 1 20"

•.~o

. 56

. 99

2 '-4'

27

1hfi ' t. 3"

1h26 ' 5"

2 '3 3"

.uo

,58

. 97

4 '- "1 '

36

3h56 ' 40" 4h30 ' 32"

6 ' 34 "

• 87

• 73

• 98

10' - 20 '

9

1h47 '1 6 11 1h58 ' 1Q ll

11'55"

. 91

. 82

. 99

20 '

21

21h2 ' 28" 21h57 ' 12"

1h7'

.16

. 86

1

4•611

. 9()

total

452

37 ' 57 "

30h51 '3 0 34h28 ' 7"
I

'

~

Remarks s
CPU time includes the time a program has to wait for completion of its explicit
dx'UJilaccessee .
Swapping time is the time the system has to wait before control can be given to
a userprogra.m. Swapping in parallel with execution of another userprozyam is
not taken into account.

Sta t is tics of idle time (or waiting for input) are not available.

1. SOFTWARB AVAI IJ\BL--.;; 1JNDER SYSTSM CONT~OL

- Access to t he system a see 2 .1

- [ J means
{

}

l J

a the e nclosed it ema are optional.

t he enclosed items may be repeated.
select one of the items separated by / •

r~-.-~--~·-·--·~-· -- - --20 .

1.1 Al t;ol
1 • 1• 1

An Al p.ol session can be started when the
terminal is i n jobcontrol mode, i.e. ~hen the
jobcontrol program has asked for terminal
input.

S+

LOGO 'A ' <CR>

means "load and go" the Algolcomplex.

The Algoeomplex will ask for operation

-+-

parameters c

Only the characters M, T, Z are interpreted.
T means that the user wan ts to change the
e.aaignment of physical devices to the

symbolic devices. (HEAD , PRINT , PUNCH,
INPUT).

,...

Z means c compile without listing the sourceprogra.m.
M means : compile without inserting linenumbers in the object program (this gives
a slight decrease of core occupation by the

program)
w

<CR>

assumes standard operation, i.e. a listing

will be produced, linenumbers will be inser-

ted in the object pro~ram, and the symbolic
devices a.re defined as

t

INPUT• FCREI, IBMAL
READ • TARE I , FLEXI

PRINT• LIPRI, LPEXT, 60
T<CR>
or TZ., TM., TMZ
ADJUST IO +
INPUT~TAREl, FLEXO <CR>

The Al gol complex asks for device assignments.

?1 .

NOT ACCEPI'ED +

An illegal assignment is refused. Another is
expected.

INPUT=TAREl, FLEXI<CR>

u<CR>

closes the assignment list.
The source program is read on the appropia te
device. If errors occur at compile time, a
message is typed.

?"q(X;:lA.:·· CANNOT BE RTTN

The johcontrol pro-rram asks for new commands.
I f the source prOf;ram is syntactically correc ·
t ~e algal c 0mplex si ~nal s the end of the

compilati on and st~rts the program.
:-':X:SCUTION

The program execution may end in t hree ways

s

-+-

a/

Normal end. The same program may be run
wi t r: other da. ta by

b/ 1-:xecution error. The same pror r am rNlY be
run with other data by

RESVME<CR>
INPU'l' NO':' AVAILABTE

c/

The program loops on cards or tape inp.1t. Th
operator informed the system that data
were not available. ~he pro~ram ma y be
restnr t ed a :1.d. n~ with oti,er da ta by

START '77777' <CR>

' J'I
(

.

Execution may be interrupted s
a/ Manually , by hi ttiw twfoe the AL'i' ?!.ODE

key while the keyboard is lock: d or once
while the keybor1.rd is unlocked (equivalent

with # SYS 'If message on t -.1e opera tor's
console)

s

+-

As t :1e user doe r, not know ..vhr: re variables a re
lo r,a. ted, tr.is interrupt Wtkes sense only if

execution will

e abandonned or if the timer

ha:' to be se t .

RESVME<CR>

ixecution will proceed.

b/

Timer interrupt.

e•C·
S

+

TIMER 12/<CR>

S

+

WGO 'A' <CR>

+ w

<CR>

EX'c:CUTION
S PECIFFD RUNTH!2 EXCEEDt'D

s

+-

Execution may be abandonned,

END<CR>
TIMER 6/<CR>
S + RESUME <CR>

resumed wit~ a ne·.v timelimi t ,
resumed without time limit,

RESUME<CR>
or restarted wi t b otn.er data .

START '77 ?7?' <CR>

1.1. ~ Symbolic devices.
1 . 1.? . 1. INPUT (sourc P pro~ram)

INPUT=FCREl, IBMAL<CR>

Columns 1 to 71 inclusi ve a.re read. For

INPIT=FCREl, IBMH<CR>

p.mching conventions , refer to note B~L CC: 101.

?rogram and data may be read together for a
single run •

INPUT=TAREl, FLEXI<CR>

?or punchiw. conventions, refer to "Algol

INPUT=TAREl , ATELI<CR>

systeem voor de t LXB".

INI'UT = KEYBD <CR>

The eourceprogram must be t yped on the
terminal, in full ALCO~ conventions. The
characters which may be used ares letters
digits ( )

r

~

. ' ..

10 t) T

Conventi ons :
is typed as ' NOT '

-,

t

' POWER'

<

' LESS '

>

' GREATER '

~

' NOTLESS '

~

' NOTGREATER'

:;:

' N(REQUAL '

V

' OR'

A

rAND'

-

I EQUIV'

:>

(JMPL I

.;_

I

TJIV ' or

'; ,

O

I

0
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1.1.2.2. READ (data)

READ=TAREl, FU'XI<CR>

The standard procedures

READ=TAREl, ATELI<CR>

READ

READ=FCREl, IBMAL<CR>

REHEP (=rehep=char)

READ=FCREJ, IBMH<CR>

RESYU (=resym)

(=read)

refer to the symbolic device READ.

READ=KEYBD<CR>

Data must be typed on the terminal.
Several numbers may be typed on the
same line.
For READ conventions of number coding,
refer to "Algol systeem voor de ELX8".

1 .1 • 2. 3. PRINT

The standard procedures
ABSFIXT (=absfixt = fixta)

FIXT (=fixt)
FWT (=flot)

PRINT

(=print)

SPACE (=space)

TAB (=tab)

NLCR (=ntcr)
PRINTTEXT (printtext-uJrite)

NEWPAGE

(=nm,,page)

PRSYM (prsym)

CARRIAGE (=carriage)

LINENUMBER (=linenumber)
type

and the errormassages refer to the PRINT
device.

25.

PRINT=LIPRl , LIPCO, n<CR>

Output is directed to the lineprinter. n

PRINT=LIPRl , LPEXT, n<CR>

is the number of lines per form . (60 i s
standard. If, for special purposes, no

form separation is desired, n must be
large).
LIPCO uses only the standard characterset,
and delivers the fastest output.
LPEXT

permits special characters

(underlining, capitals, etc) but slows
down printing speed.
If the "Z" option is not taken, a listing
of the source program will be produced.

PRINT=TAPUl , FLEXO<CR>

All output, via PRINT, is punched. The

PRINT=TAPUl , ATELO<CR>

source program cannot be punched.

PRINT=COTEL <CR'>

All output, via PRINT, is typed on the
terminal. The source program cannot l:e
listed.
The last output instruction must be

NLCR or equivalent.

26.

1.1.2.4 PUNCH
PUNCH=TAPUl, PLEXO<CR>

PUNCH=TAPUl, ATELO<CR>

The standard procedures

FIXP (=fi:r:p)
ABSFIXP (=absfixp)
FWP (=jlop)
PUNCH ( =punch)
PUNLCR (=pun.for)
PUSPACE (=puspace)
RUNOUT (=runout)

PUHEI' (=puhep

= chap)

PUTEXT (=putext)
PUSYM (=pusym)

refer to the symbolic device PUNCH.
1.1.2.5 TELEX
Standard procedures

TELEPRINT
TELE'rEXT
TELENLCR
TELEFIX
ABSTELEFIX
TELESPACE
HAND (=hand)

XEEN

(=xeen)

2?.

Use of XEEN
XEEN + 144 <CR'>

The first time the program refers to XEEN,
its value will be asked on the terminal.

<ALT MODE>

This value remains unchanged until the

XEEN

user depresses the ALT MODE key once.

+

while the keyboard is locked.
(equivalent with =tf ,g, message on the
operator's console). The next call of
XEEN will ask a new value.
1 • J • 2 • 6 DRUM

Each user terminal disposes of a certain
amount of drumspace. The normal allocation
is SOK for the operator's console and 16K
for each user terminal. Drumaddresses
are relative within this area.
The Algol compiler uses the drum for
storing a copy of the source program during the first pass.
This drumspace can also be used explicitly
by the program.
Standard procedures

inarTay ( drum., <drumaddi:-ess>., <arroyname>)
outaI'ray (drwn.,<ciPwrr:uidrese>.,<arTayname~

hold ( <arrayname >)

Error 710 means that either the source
program is too large (during compilation)
or the object program tries to access a
non authorized drumara.
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I .2. Elan

1.2.J The Elanassembler accepts input from
cards (mixed codes P3 and IBMAL), tape
(flexo MC) and from the terminal. A
program may consist of several files on
different data supports.
Core layout :
'13100' up to '16777' : IO communication
routines for the object program. They
are not used by the assembler.
'65400' up to '77777' : the assembler.
1.2.2 An Elan session can be started when the
S + LOGO 'E' <CR>

terminal is in jobcontrol mode
(indicated by S +)
The Elanassembler will ask for an
assembling command, e.g. :

ELASS

+

ELNLXG<CR>
command• [{<instruction>}]
<instruction>• <input>I
<errorlist>I
<namelist>I
<listing> I
<start>!
<assembler address>!
<input>

I

or IC

may be

input from cards

IP

f ro m tape

Ill

from the terminal.
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An external filename may be provided

IC 'CS JOB 3'

between apostrophes.
If

<input> is not provided, cards are

assumed.
<errorlis r;> may be :
E

or EL

EH

errorlist on the lineprinter
errorlist on the terminal
If <enorlist> is not provided, only the
number of errors will be signalled
(if any).
<namelist>

Nor NL

namelist on the iineprinter. Else, no
namelist will be produced.
<listing>
A sourceprogram listing will be produced

X

on the lineprinter.
<start>
The program will be started after as-

G

sembling if no errors occurred .
<assembler address > ~ <names> [<space>]
<names>
A or

AS

AL

~

assemble

long names

s

assemble short names (of names consisting of more than 6 characters only
the 3 first and the 3 last characters
are considered).
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<space> =
<program begin> I
<program begin><assembly begin> !
<program begin><assembly begin><length>I
<program begin><assembly begin><length>
conditions :<program begin>> '13100'
<assembly be gin>~ '13030'
<length>~ ' 65400' <assembly begin>
<program begin>-<assembly beg·
40

>

Normal core layout

r

-i7+-

assembly begi n
'13000'

-

L __ - __J

I.__ -

length
-

> 40

system

0

program begin

----.-

program

Core layout when D is used
assembly begin
1
I) 3000

·--t7~ --- -

r-----

--- -------r

assembler workspace

I

77777 1

I

- -- _ l L

I

___J
asseri>ler

assembler workspace

program begin
1

length

65400 I

I

77777 I

-~t-t- -

_J L
system

'65400

program

I

J L -~--~i
assembler

If <Space> is not provided, the following
values are assumed
<program begin> • '17000'
<assembly space>•
<length>• '52350'

1

13030'
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Example of an Elan session
S +

WGO 'E '<CR>

EI.ASS+

ELNLX<CR>

ELASS + IP<CR>

ELASS

+

The program consists of a carddeck, a
tape and a few lines terminal input.

IH EHG<CR>

+

M[ '30000']

+

M['20000'] : TABLE2 :<CR>

TABLEl :<CR>

'020000' ERR 5.2
+

M['20000'] : TABLE2 :<CR>

+-

'START' : BEGIN<CR>

+-

'END' <CR>

I ERROR

s

i

!

+

At the end of the assembling, the number
of detected errorsis typed.
However, the user can decide to run

RESUME<CR>

s

his program.

+

An error of type 6.0, 6.1 or 6.2 results

in

PROGRAM CANNOT BE RUN.
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1.2.3. External standard names and macros
Besides the well-known names
LIPRl, LIPCO, NEWLI
TAPUl, FLEXO, ATELO, DIRCT, BPEND,
FCREl, IBMIL,
TAREl, FLEXI, ATELI, INSPT,
COTEL,
PREPR, CONCL, EXAMIJ, STOP,
INDIT, EXDIT,

a few new names and macros are predefined
1.2.3.1 Macro OPEN
defined as
'MACRO' OPEN (DEVICE, CODE, EXIT, EXTERNALNAME) :
'BEGIN' 'MT' M
SUBC (: PREPR)

GOTO (:M)
:DEVICE

:CODE
:EXIT

EXTERNAL NAME
M:

'END'

The external name will identify output files, or enable the operator
to identify input files (alphanumeric characters and spaces only ;
only 9 characters are taken)
e.g.

OPEN (LIPRl, LIPCO, NEWLI,

will provide a heading "JONES"

'('.JONES')')
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OPEN (FCRE1, IBMIL, ENDOFFILE,

'( 'DATA 2') ')

will ask on the operator's console

INPUT CARDS DATA 2 M436
When the opening sequence
SUBC (: PREPR)
JUMP(3)

is used, the user's identification will be substitued for

EXTERNAL NAME
1.2.3.2

Macro CLOSE

is defined as
'MACRO' CWSE (DEVICE) : 'BEGIN'
A= DEVICE
SUBC (: CONCL)
'END'

e.g. CLOSE (LIPRl)

J.2.3.3 'MACRO' NEXTA (DEVICE) : 'BEGIN'
SUBC ( DEVICE)
'END',
'MACRO ' WOKA (DEVICE) : 'BEGIN '
A= DEVICE

SUBC ( : EXAMN)
'END'
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J.2.3.4 DRUMI
Users may address the drum from address O up to an operator defined
maximum, which will never exceed 128K.
- Opening sequence :

OPEN (DRUMl, M, label special conditions, '('NOT USED')')
or

SUBC (: PREPR)

JUMP(J)

:DRUMl
0

:label special conditions
- Transput operation

A=:SPECIFICATION
NEXTA (DRUMl) or SUBC (DRUMl)
st
.
.
speci.f ication
: 1
wor d
nd
2
word

drurnaddress
core address if drum to core,

core address+ '1000000' if core to drum
3d word : number of locations (minimum I, maximum 40~
The user program may proceed after initiation of the transput operation, without waiting for completion. However, the number of initiated ;
and not yet completed drwnaccesses may not exeed 4. A jump to
"label special conditions" with the A-register"" '200000000' occurs
if the user attempts to initiate a fifth drumtransport.
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- Waiting for completion:
A= DRUMl
SUBC (: RDY)

or SUBC (: EXAMN)

will give control back to the user as soo~ as the

oldest drum

access is completed.
A jump to "label special conditions" with the A-register •
'100000000' occurs if no drumaccess was initiat-ed.
A standard macro TRARE (TRAnsport REady) is defined as
'MACRO' TRARE (DEVICE) : 'BEGIN'
A= DEVICE
SUBC (:RDY)

'END'

1.2.4. Debugging facilities
Refer to the following sections of the Job Control Services
Patching commands 2.4.4
Dump commands

2.4.5.
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1.3 The conversational language.
The conversational language described in N57 is available whenever the
system is active. A conversational session is initiated by the jobcontrol command TS.
The statement OFF terminates a conversational session and gives control to the jobcontrol program.
1 .J. 1 Additions
1.3.1.1 The source program or parts of it can be saved 1.n a

}ib[- ary

by

the direct statements
SAVE ALL <string> KEY <string>
SAVE PART x <string> KEY <string>
SA VE STEP x <string> KEY <string>

The first string will ident ify the program, the second string
will protect the program against erasure, since this same string
must be supplied for erasure . Only the 4 first characters are
significant.
Errorcodes :
7.1 The catalog of the library is saturat ed.
7.2 A program has already the same name , but a different key.
The message LIBRARY SATURATED, SHALL I INSIST? asks for an
answer YES or NO. If YES, the user has to wait until library
space becomes available.
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1.3.1.2 The source program or parts of it can also be punched on the fast
tapepuncher by the direct statements

PUNCH ALL <string>

PUNCH PART x <string>
PUNCH STEP x <string>
<string> will precede the sourceprogram in readable characters.
1.3.1.3 A program may be compiled f rom cards in IBMAL code or from a tape
in ASCII code, to be read by the cardreader or tapereader . The
tape may either have been produced by a PUNCH command or have bee n
punched on the terminal.
Direct statements :

COMPILE CARDS <string>
COMPILE TAPE <string>
<string> should enable the operator to identify the dataset. If
he fails to do so, the message INPUT NOT AVAILABLE will appear and
the conversational session will be stopped.
Errorcode :
0.7 A line contains more than 72 characters.
1.3.1.4 The direct statement COfr!PILE <string> will compile a sourceprogram
from the library.

<string> must be the name of a sourceprogram, put in the library
either by SAVE ••• or by a jobcontrol command.
Errorcodes :
ERROR 7.0 The name does not exist.
ERROR 7.5 The library member does not contain a source program.
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Remarks

- All these statements are direct, and may not be executed in
interrupted mode.
- Interrupting their execution gives control to the jobcontrol
program.

1.3.2 Additional standardfunctions.
1.3.2.1 Information about the program.

INFO(I) delivers rmning variables :
ImO

CPU time since start of job, in seconds.

I•l

number of words occupied by the object program and its data.

Im2

number of words left free.

1•3

date ( l 0000 x day + JOO x t00nth + last two digits of year).

Im4

cureent time (in seconds, elapsed since midnight).

e.g. to type the execution time:

1.1 T:= INFO(O)
1.2 DO ...
1.J TYPE INFO (0) - T
1.3.2.2 Use of the timer.

MAXT (X) sets the timer at value X (X in seconds). After X seconds
of CPU time, execution will be stopped, and the message
<label> : TIME UP
D

+

will be typed. For further actions, refer to interrupted 100de.
l .3 .3 Remarks
The meaning of error 5.8 i s now

you have tried to exhaust memory

space.
The size of arrays which were previously limited to a maximum of
510 elements is now only limited to the core met00ry space.
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2. JOB CONTROL SERVICES
2.1 Access to the system.
Operator console :

ASR - terminal :

Type system command

Turn LINE/OFF/LOCAL Switch

ef JOB -8>

to LINE. Hit any key

Job control asks

PDP8 asks
IDENTIFY YOURSELF
+

Type any sequence of alphanumeric characters and spaces (only the 9 first
characters are taken into account) followed by
carriage return.
Job control asks

Job control asks

PROBLEM NUMBER~

PROBLEM NUMBER

Type a decimal number, ranging from I to 1023, being the accountnumber of
the problem.
Job control asks for commands

s ..

S41>

Each time S(of System) appears, the user knows he is in job control mode.
Job control commands may be typed new. A command is terminated by
carriage return
The current line may be erased by

#

(not in first position)

$
RUBOUT erases the last character typed in •
PDP8 never sends an empty line to X8,
the line must contain at least one
character or space.
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An

unknown or erroneous jobcontrol command causes

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Sf

s

+

A session is terminated by the normal end

s cffe;

s

END<#,

END

+

or it may be aborted by the operator.
In both cases, PDP8 types

SEE YOU AGAIN
2.2 Program interrupts.
The current program may be interrupted either by hardware (false address,
memory protection), either upon software errordetection (illegal system
call) or manually (external interrupt from the terminal, operator
interrupt)
2.2.1 When the object program addresses a non existant core location, the
program is interrupted. Message :
FALSE ADDRESS INTERRUPT
2.2.2 When the object program tries to read a fully protected core location (from '10000' to '12777' and the locations

1

14000' to '77777'

the program has not requested) or t o modify the read-only part
of the system (from '20 ' to '7777'), the program is interrupted.
Message :

MEMORY PROTECTION INTERRUPT
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2.2.3 When the object program executes an illegal system call, as described in the section SYSTEM SERVICES, the requested service is not
executed. The program is interrupted. Message :
ERRONEOUS SYSTEM CALL
2.2.4 A closed loop of 00 or 00S instructions can be broken only b~ the
operator. In case he suspects such a loop and turns the interrupt
key, the current program is interrupted. Message :
OPERATOR INTERRUPT
2.2.5 When the object program asks input from cards ot tape and the carddeck or tape is not available, the operator types one of the
system messages
:{f: NOCARDS #, or

# NOTAPE "8>

Message to user:
INPUT NOT AVAILABLE
2.2.6 After compilation, execution,or compilation and execution of a
correct program with autostart, compilers give control back to the
jobcontrol program which in its turn warns the user and waits for
new commands.
Possible messages
n ERROR

meaning the number of errors detected during compilation,
not necessarily catastrophic.
A maximum of 1023 errors is signalled.

PROGRAM CANNOT BE RUN : obvious.
ERROR n:

n is a code for an execution error (0

~

n

~

1023)

The exact meaning of these messages depends on the compiler. In case
of a normal end of jobstep (no errors at all) only

s

+

is typed.
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2.2.7 At any time, a maximum runtime from that time on may be specified,
either by a jobcontrol command or by a system call in the object
program. The message
SPECIFIED RUNTIME EXCEEDED is typed when this maximum is exceeded.
2.2.8 A program can be interrupted manually from the terminal by hitting
the key ALT MODE while the keyboard is locked (terminal in output
mode) or from the operator'~ console by the system command

The effect is a transition from objectprogram mode to jobcontrol
t00de.

s

+

-

The principle is that only a running program can be interrupted. If
the object program is waiting for a resource (e.g. input) the interrupt will be taken into account as soon as the program becomes active.
This interrupt is ignored when in jobcontrol mode, exept during a
dump on the terminal.
2.2.9 Objectprograms may handle the external interrupt themselves. If an
incorrect interrupt mechanism does not enable the user to get control,
he may hit the ALTMODE key while the terminal is in input m:>de or
hit it twice while in output mode. On the operator's console, the system conunand # SYSTEM cf

must be typed .

Further effects are the same as for the normal interrupt.
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2.2.10 Remarks
Object programs may handle one or more of the interrupts
- external
- timer
- false address
- memory protection
- illegal system call
In that case, the actions taken depend only on the object program
and no warning is sent to the user.
After all interrupts, the registers of the objectprogram are saved
and may be inspected and modified. (See dump and patching commands, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5).

2.3. Syntax conventions
{ }

one or more times the enclosed item(s)

[]

the enclosed item(s) are optional (zero or one time)

LJ

select one of the enclosed items, separated by
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2.4. Job control commands
2.4.1 A command consists 9f a mnemonic and arguments (if necessary).
These arguments may be :
- an address

<addresB>

- a number of locations

<aowit>

- a value

<value>

- a name identifying an external dataset

<name>

- a name identifying a library object

<Zibid>

- formats, see dump commands
address, count and value may be expressions with the operators
+, -, ( ) . (n) means : contents of location n.

<address>= <e:r::pression>
<cowit>

= <e:r::preaaion>

<Value>

= <e:r::pression>

<e:r::pression>= [<sign>] <p-rimary> [{ <sign> <primary>}]
<primary>= <nwnber>l<aontents>
<sign>
= +1<nwnber> = <oatal>l<decimal>
<aont enta>= (<e:z:pressi on> )
<0atal>

= '{<Octal digit>}'

<decim:iZ> = {<digit>}
<name>

= ' [ { l <alphanwneric aharaater> I~J}]

<libid>

= '[{<aha.racter>}]'

'

Notes :
- of <name> only the first 9 characters are considered. Non alphanumeric characters are replaced by spaces . An empty <name>, i.e. "
replaced by the user identification.
- Of <Zibid> only the first 4 characters are considered.

1.s
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2.4.2 Conversational language.
The conversational language compiler described in technical note N57
is now a part of the system. The jobcontrol command

TS
calls it in core and starts its execution. The compiler asks for statements by outputting
+

At the end of the conversational session, the statement

OFF
gives control back to the jobcontrol programs

s

+

Note that the conversational compiler is a privileged program. The user
cannot toodify its core image When he wishes to abandon it for another
compiler, he has to type the jobcontrol command
CLEAR.

2.4.3 CLEAR tells the jobcontrol program to abandon completely any previous
work.
All files (input, output, library, drum) are closed. The metoory space
is deleted, and the timer is set at a large value. This command must
be used if the user wishes to continue after a conversational language
session with something else.
2.4.4 Patching commands.
They are used to modify corelocations.

FILIN <address> {,<vaZue>}
stores the row of values starting at <address>

FILAD <address>, <value>, <count>
stores a now of <count> identical values starting at <address>.
e.g. PILAD '17000', -0, '61000' is very useful before assembling an
Elan program,- Locations containing -0 do not appear on a dump .
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Errormessages
UNKNOWN

syntax errors

negative <address>
negative <count>
ILLEGAL ADDRESS

modification of a protected or nonexisting location
is attempted.

Remarks :
during an (interrupted) conversational session, no patching is allowed
- by specifying certain addresse sthe user can modify the registers of

his current program. These addresses are :

7

""COUNT

8

.. LINK

57,58 = F - register
register

59

= A -

60

=

61

.., B -

register

62

=T

register

63

• location D

s - register

-

2.4.5 Dump commands.
The user can dump an area in core or on drum in 8 ways
- Instructions (Etan), code I
- decimal numbers, code E
- octal numbers, code 0
- characters in Elan internal code, code A
- characters in printer code, cede P
floating point numbers (two consecutive locations), code F
- binary numbers, code B
- according to userdefined formats (bitfields)
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2.4.5.J Normal dumps.

I

I

I

J

tpUPR DUPRD DUTY DUT.YD <address>, <count> [ <per line>]

[ <way>

J

<per Zine> = , <nwnber>
<way>

=

{<code>}

<code>=

IIE IOI AIP IF IB

Remarks :
- The absence of <p•r Zine> means 1 word/line.
- The absence of <way> means IEOF
- DUPR

• DUmp on PRinter

DUPRD • DUmp on PRinter from Drum
DUTY

• DUmp on TYpewriter

DUTYD • DUmp on TYpewriter from Drum

- Output occurs always in the sequence I,E,O,A,P,F,B
- The address of a dumped location as well as the address part of an
instruction will be printed in octal or decimal according to the
way the first number appearing in <address> is typed.
- If all the locations to be dumped on a line contain -0, these
locations are skipped.
2.4.5.2 Dumps in userdefined formats.
This way of dumping is useful if, within one word, bitfields contain
separate informations. coded as integers.
These bitfields are defined by the command
FORMw{<Zetter>

e.g.

<number>{,<11wnber>}}

FORM I'6',2,2,2, '17"

defines the dump format I:
the 6 most significant bits as an octal number, 3 fields of 2 bits as
integers, the 15 (= octal '17') least significant bits as an octal
number.
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These format definitions remain valid for the whole duration of the
session.
The proper dump command is :

LBIPRIBIPRDIBITYIBITJDJ <address>, <c0unt> <formZist>
<formtist> = {<Zetter> [<Zinefeed>{ <Zetter>}]}
<linefeed> = {/}
e.g.

BIPR 10000, 100 AA/B/CD

contents of 10000 and 10001 in format A on a line
contents of 10002 in format Bon a second line
contents of 10003 in format C, contents of 10004 in format Don
a third line, etc.
Possible messages during dumps
UNKNOWN

-

S)II\tax

error

- negative <address> or <count>
ILLEGAL ADDRESS
ILLEGAL DRUMADDRESS are obvious.
2.4.6 Ptmch commands.

LPVNBHIPVZBHIPUN.IPj<address>, <count>
PUNBH • PUnch Binary Heptads
PUZBH • PUnch, Zeroes excepted, Binary Heptads
PUN.IP • PUnch in IP- code
For definition of binary codemd IP-code,1ee Reference Manual X8, S30 2.1 . I.
These commands are used to punch the core- ima ge of a translated program,
thus avoiding compilation time at next rtms. Normally, only utilityprograms should be punched.
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PUZBH produces a tape of minimum length, as sequences of locations
containing -0 are not punched. If the desired core area is filled
with -0 before reading the tape, an identical core image will be
obtained.
A

command with <count>• 0 terminates a tape.

Errormessages
UNKNOWN

- syntax error
- ne1ative <address> or <aount>

ILLEGAL ADDRESS : obvious.
2.4.7 Reading commands

J

l_REABH IREAIP

<name>

REABH = REAd Binary Heptads
REAIP

REAd in IP-code.

m

These commands are used to read tapes produced by the punch
commands 4.6
A tape is read until a blockspecification with number of words• 0
is read.
<name>

should enable the operator to identify the tape.

Errormessages
ILLEGAL ADDRESS

a block specification on the tape contains an
illegal address.

TAPE NOT CORRECT': tape does not comply with the specified format
(binary or IP) •
TAPE PARITY

a word with incorrect parity punching is read.

END OF TAPE

no blockspecification with number of words

m

0.
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2.4.8 Library commands.
The library consists of a variable size drumarea in which objects may
be addressed by name. For reading from t he library, only the name 1s
required. A key is necessary to protect library objects against erasure.
This key must be supplied when writing in the library.
2.4.8.J RELIB <name> (REad into LIBrary) re ads a binary tape, produced by

PUNBH or PUZBH and stores its contents in the library. The tapeleader
must contain :
- perforation 127

- 1 binary word,~ O, consisting of 4 characters in printer code,
being the name of the lilr ary member
- I binary word, consisting of 4 characters in printer code, being

the key to the library membe r
- 1 binary word+ 0.

Errormessages
TAPE NOT CORRECT

tape does not have the leader specified above or
does not comply with the binary format.

TAPE PARITY

See Reading Commands.

NO NAME :

The b i nary word , interpreted as the name of the
library member must be

DOUBLE NAME

A

IO.

library membe r with the same name, but a different

key exists. (in case the key matches, the old library
member is deleted ) .
CATALOG FULL

The library catalog has only 200 entries. The only
cure 1s to erase anothe r library member and to
try again.
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LIBRARY SATURATED, SHALL I INSIST?
There is no space to store the contents of the tape

completely.
If the user's answer is YES, the operator is warned
and the program is put in wait state until some
space is freed.
If the answer is NO, the RELIB command is ignored.
END OF TAPE

The tape does not contain a blockspecification with
number of words• O. This specification is required
to specify end of file and to provide a starting
address for subsequent loading of the library mamber.

2.4.8.2 PULIB <member name>, <key>

<member name>= <Zibid>
<key>
= <Zibid>
punches a copy of a library member. The tape produced can be read directly by RELIB.
<key> is not necessarily the key of the library member of which a copy
is made.
Error messages
NOT IN LIBRARY

The library has no member called <member name>.

NO NAME:

The specified <member name> must be nonnull, i.e.
not 4 spaces.

2.4.8.3 ERASE <member name>, <key>
erases a library member if the key matches.
Error messages :
KEY DOES NOT MATCH
NOT IN LIBRARY
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2.4.8.4 LLOAD ILOGOJ <member name>
loads the contents of a library member into core and starts execution
if WGO (LOad and GO).
This connnand is used when a compiler or assembler is needed.
e.g.

WGO 'A'
LOGO 'E'

load the Algol or Elan compiler into core, which in its tum will ask
for further specifications.
Error messages :
NOT IN LIBRARY, SHALL I TRY TAPE?
It is possible that the specified library member has been removed
from the library. The loading will be done from the corresponding
library tape if the user answers YES.
NO will ignore the command.
ERRONEOUS LIBRARY MEMBER
The specified library member does not contain a correct core
image of a program.
2.4.9 Maximum runtime.
The command Tifa!ER <value> will set the timer at <value> as soon as the
execution of the object program is started or resumed.

<value>• seconds.
2.4.10 Start/continue execution.

START <address> closes all IO files, and gives control to the object
program.

RESUME [<address>] gives control the object program without changing the
state of the IO files. If <address> is absent, the program is resumed
at the point where its execution was stopped, due to an interrupt.
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2.5. Job control cards/tape
A job may be run either under manual control from any console (remote
terminal or operator's console) or under control of a "jobcontrol file".
Such a job ma¥ be started only from the operator's console.
This jobcontrol file replaces the operator instructions. The operator
cannot change the execution in any way, so all actions to be taken in
errorconditions have to be supplied in the file.
Cards are punched in IBMAL code, tapes in flexo-MC code. It must be a
separate file.
There are no lay-out restrictions.
2.5.1 Syntax

<jobcontro l, fil-e>

= <identifica:bion> {<jobstatement>} END

<identification>

=

<probl-em nwnber>

= <decimal,>

<jobstatement>

= [<label->] [<condition>] <instruction>

<l-abel->

<

<name>

>

<prob l,em nwnber>;

<decimal>:

<condition>

= (<number>, <nwnber>)

<instruction>

= S«any jobcontrol oommand» I
GOTO (<nwnber>)I

STATE (<operator> <nwnber>)
STOP
<oonsole input>
<operator>
<console input>

= «any sequence of at most 72 characters available
on the operator's oonsole> >

Labels may range from 1 to 100.
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2.5.2. Job status

All errorconditions are transmitted to the jobcontrol interpreter through
the "Job status" which is one XS-word in the user's administration,

••t

at

0 when a new job is started.
bit 26 : always 0. If it becomes 1, due to execution of a STATE instruction, the job is aborted.
bit 25

if 1, an operator interrupt has occurr•d.

bit 24

if 1, the operator instructed the system that cards or tape
asked by the program, were not available.

bit 23

if 1, the object program executed an illegal system call.

bit 22

if 1, a false address or memory protection interrupt occurred
while executing the object program.

bit 21

if 1, program execution exceeded a specified ~maximum runtime.

bit 20

specifies meaning of bits 18-9:
if O, that field contains the number of errors after assembling
a program-,
if 1, the field contains a code for an execution error.

bit 19

Compilation or as•embling report. If 1, the object program
cannot be run.

bits 18-9: specified above.

bits 8-0: free. This field may be used e.g. for counting.
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The meaning of a condition (n ,n ) is
1 2
execute the following jobstatement(s) if n <jobstatus<n •
1

2

By executing STAff ( <opemtor>< number>), bits can be set or reset,
fields can be cleared or incrementad, etc.
Remarks :
A condition is valid until another condition is supplied. No condition

at all means condition (0, O) for all instructions.
- A instruction will always be executed if condition (O, '377777777')
precedes it.
2.5 .3 . Job execution.
The operator initiates execution by one of the system command•

# Jifllr '#
# J¢Ie cfi,
The job control interpreter asks for INPUT TAPE or INPUT CARDS and compi
les the jobcontrol file.
Errormes sages, causing job abortion, may appear on the operator's console:

ERRONEOUS JOBSTATEMENT LINE
END MISSING LINE •••
PARITY ERROR LINE • • •

(if # J¢B'r

)

If the jobcontco l file is correct, the jobstatus is set to O and the
execution pointer is et at the first instruction.
The interpreter checks the condition. If the condition fails, the pointer is stepped up at the next instruction.
If the condition is fulfilled, actions depend on the instruction
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- for S< •••• >, the job control program i• called. This program gets his
input now from the sequence between angle brackets. The jbbcontrol
command is typed on the operator's console.
If an error occurs during jobcontrol services, the job is aborted.
- GCOO sets the execution pointer at the specified jobstatement.
- STATE changes the jobstatus.

- if the next instruction is <consoie input> and the objectprogram asked
for it, the sequence is typed on the operator's console and delivered
to the objectprogram. If the objectprogram did not ask for console
input, the instruction is skipped.

- STOP or END

terminates the job.

During execution of the objectprogram, the jobcontrol file is consulted
each time a program interrupt occurs or if the object program asJs for
console input. The errormessages due to program interrupts appear also
on the operator's console.

2.5.4. Sample jobcontrol file
An Elan program consisting of a tape (supposed to be correct) and a
carddeck (in debugging state) has to be assembled and executed. The user
knows that 4 addresses, occurring in the tape are not yet defined.
<NAME> 436;

•S LOGO'E'>
<Il'EL>
<ICELNLX>

('4000', '4000') GOTO(l)

(0, '377777777') STOP
1:STATE (=0)
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(0,0) S<TIMER 300>
S<S'rART '17000 '>
STOP
(0,

'377 777 777') S<DUPR '71', 7 ¢>

END
is the same as
<NAME> 436 ;
(0,0)

S<LOGO'E'>

(0,0)

<IPEL>

(0,0)

<ICELNLX>

( '4000 ',

'4000 ')

GOTO (1)

(0,

'377 777 7?7 ')

S'rOP

1: (0,

'377 777 777 ')

S'rATE (=0)

(0,0)

S<TIMER 300>

(0,0)

S<START '17000 '>

(0,0)

sroP

(0, '377 777 777')

S<DUPR '71', 7 ¢>

(0,

END

'377 777 777')

Supposing that 4 errors occurs during assembly and the program exceeds the
maximum time, the "log" on the operator's console will be:

# JIIn'f'
0 ~1521* INPUT TAPE NEW JOB M 0

s 4l>

L¢(;¢ 'E' cf>

EI.ASS <8'

IH:L ci>
0

* 1522 ~

INPUT TAPE NAME M 436

EI.ASS~

ICELNLX<#>
0 ~ 1529 * INPUT CARDS NAME M 436

4 ERROR

s~
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TIMER 300 c'#o

s~
START '17000 ' c!i,

SPECIFIED RUNTIME EXCEEDED

s t
DUPR
0

''11' ?t ci>

*1537* END M 436 CPUTIME 9'23" CHARGED TIME JO' 14"

2,5 . S.

Remark.

As there is no conversation between the jobcontrol program and the user,
some _jobcontrolcommands are prohibited, viz. d~ps on the terminal, starting a conversational session, etc.
For the same reason, illegal jobcontrol comnands or errors occuring during the execution of a jobcontrol service cause program abortion.
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3. SYSTEM SERVICES
3.1. General information.

3. 1.t. A normal user program will not address the system directly, as the
compilers have been modified by discarding the IO routines and replacing them by an interface, which performs character translations.
New utility programs can address advantageously the system instead of
the usual Elan-1~.
Users of Elan can refer to this chapter for explanation of the massage
ERRONEOUS SYSTEM CALL, occuring while debugging programs.
3.1.2. Every system call must be an instruction SUFC (M[n]J. n must (after
calculation of a dynamic address) be in the range 256-319.
Examples : supposing

S=256

D=257
G=M[257]

the following instructions are legal and equivalent
SUBC (M[257])

SUFC ( MS(l])
SUBC (MD)
SUIJC (G)

or SUBC (:MG) are illegal.

3.1.3. The system does not use the object program's stack, and restores all
registers (except of course, the A-register when the system call was
an inputrequest).
3.1.4. Objectprograms dispose of corelocations 0-15
63

(D)

'13030' - '13777' (always)
'14000- '77777' (if requested)

They dispose also of an operator fixed amount of drumspace which
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cannot exceed 128K duting multirun or 224K during monorun, i.e. when
the connection X8-PDP8 has not been established.

3. 1. 5 As the internal representation of characters in differaet compilers
varies, no translation is done by the syatem for card/tapereader, lineprinter or tapepuncher. The system delivers or expects characters in
the code of the device. In order to make communications with the operator's console and the remote terminals compatible, their characters are
translated into the lineprinter code.
3.1.6. Certain systemcalls may have the name of an external dataset as parameter. This name, together with the problemnumber should enable the
operator to identify the tapes or carddecks when input is asked and to
distribute output among the currect users.
<name>

is defined as :

bits 0-17 : address of a string in Elan internal code
bits 18-26: length of that string in words.
e.g.

S=NAME

L :

' ( 'ABCDEFGB')'

NAME: ( '300 0000' +: L)
Only the 9 first characters are considered. Non alphanumeric characters
are replaced by spaces. THe name is terminated either according to its
length specification or by a delete character. If no name is specified
(length-0 or first character-delete) the sytem substitutes the user
identification for it.
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3. I. 7. Certain systemcalls may cause a jump to a user specified "emergency

exit". In that case, the user's registers are the same as at the moment
of the systemcall. M(B) contains the link, i.e. points to the location
next to the system call.
When a jump to the exit address may occur for several reasons, A will
hold an errorcode.

3.J.8. For all system calls operating on files, the following rules must
be observed :

- only a closed file can be opened.
- operations can be performed only on an opened file.
Remarks :

- a system call •close file" is always accepted.
- a system call causil'g "end of file" - exit closes the file.
- an illegal system call does not change a file no~ the object program.
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3.2. Lineprinter.
3.2.1. Open file, n•256.
Calling sequence :

A= ezitaddress if Zine over flow
S = <name>

SUBC (M[2S6])
3.2.2. Next character, n•257.

SUBC (M[257]J

Call
if A

+O, the least significant bits of A are the Anelex-represen-

tation of the next character. If the current line contains already
144 characters, a jump to the exitaddress occurs.
if A< -0, A is interpreted as:

IAI
IAI

< 31

skip (A) lines.

> 32

new page.

3.2.3. Close file, n•258.
Call :

SUBC (M[258])

If file was closed : no action.
If opened, but no characters have been offered, no output will occur.
Otherwise the file will be printed sooner or later, if not yet started, preceded by a heading containing
- logical number of the terminal
- date
- time of the day when printing started
- <name> and problemnumber in large characters.
3.2.4. Remark: passing to a new page after 60 lines, tabulations, multiple
characters are at the charge of the user program (or its compiler).
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3.3. Tape punch.
3.3. 1. Open file, n•259.
Calling sequence:

S

=

<name>

SUIJC (M[ 259])

As punching occurs asynchronously,no exit address for end of tape
can be apecified.
3.3.2. Next character, n•260.
Call

SUBC ( M[260])

The 8 least significant bits of A will be punched.
3.3.3. Close file, n•261.
Call :

SUBC (M[ 261])

If file was closed : no action.
If opened, but "next character" has not been called, nothing will
be punched.
Otherwise, the tape will be punched sooner or later, if not yet

started, preceded by :
- name and problemnumber, readable on tape
- a leader of about 200 blanks
It is followed by a trailer of about 200 blanks.
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3. 4. Card reader.

3.4. J. Oi'en file, n•262.
Calling sequence:

A

= szitaddress if end of fit•

S

=

<name>

SUI£ (M[262])

The system does not yet ask for the cards. It will do

10

at the

first request for an input character, by typing on the operator's
console:

INPUT CARDS name M problemnumber
3.4.2. Next character, n•263.
Call :

SUBC (M[263])

The next character is put in the A-register

bit O • row I 2
J •

"

II

2 •

"

0

3 -

"

etc.
After the 80th column, the number 4096 (bit 12 only) is delivered.
A

jump to exitaddress occurs if end of file.

3.4.3. Close file, n•264.
Call

SUBC (M[264]J

If file was closed : no action.
If file was opened, but no call of newt character has occurred, no
cards have been read.
If end of file has occurred, the file has been closed already.
Otherwise, the remainder of the information on the carddeck is lost.
Remark: The operator may fail to identify the requested carddeck.
In this case, he will signal this fact to the system. The user program will be interrupted and the message INPUT NOT AVAILABLE sent to
the appropriate terminal.
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3.5. Tapereader.
3.5.t. 0 en file, n•265.
Calling sequence :

A = uitaddress if end of file

S = <nam•>
SU'fr (M[265})

The system does not yet ask for the tape. It will do so at the first
request for an input character, by typing on the operator console
INPUT TAPE name M problemnumber

3.5,2. Next character, n•266.
Call

SUBC (N[266])

The next character is put in the A-register.
A jump to exitaddress occurs if end of file.

3.5.3. Close file, n•267.
Call :

SUBC (M[267])

Actions are analogous to those of "close cardreader file".
See also remark on cardreader.
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3.6. O~erator's console and terminals.
From the programner's point of view, it is rega'Qilesswhether a program
is run under control of the operator's console or of a terminal. The
system will direct characters to and from the right console.
Comnunication with a console is a conversation, i.e. the console is
connected in input mode or outmode. The mode switches at each "end
of message" character which is typed or read.
This character has an internal value of 30 and is represented as
operator's console, input : a red iron cross(+)
output: a black iron cross
remote terminal,

input: carriage return
outpur: a left arrow(~ ).

SUBC (M[273]J

Call

in both modes.

The console is connected in output when a job starts.
In output mode, calls are interpreted as :
if A < -0
if A

> +0,

l•I

times CR/linefeed.

the 6 least significant bits of A are the Anelex-repr• sent

tion of the next character. If the current line contains already 72
characters, and the next character is not "end of message" (code 30),
a carriage return/linefeed is inserted, and the current line is typed.

If the next character is "end of me1sage", the current line (if not
empty) i1 typed, followed by the appropriate "end of message" representation. The mode is set to input, and the program must wait until an
answer is supplied.
As soon as an answer has been typed, control is given to the program.
Its following calls will read the characters of the answer sequentially into the A-register. When the character with code 30 is delivered
to the ptogram, the mode is switched back to output.
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3.7. Drum.
3.7.J. Open file, n•268.
Calling sequence :

A= e=ita.ddrsss for errorconditions
SUBC ( M[288

I)

3. 7 .2. Nl•xt transputoperation, n•269.
Calling sequence:

A = address

of t:ransput·;description

SUBC (M[269])

A transput description consists of 3 consecutive words :
- dr•maddress, which must be in the range Oto the length -1 of
the drumspace, allocated to the user :
- coreaddress, which must be in the range '13000' to ' 777 77 '.
Bit 18 specifies, if O drum to core, if I core to drum.
- number of words, maximum 4096.
An "illegal system call" interrupt occurs if these conditions are
not fulfilled or if :
- drumaddress + number of words

length of drumspa ce

- coreaddress + number of words

'77777'

- the core area does not at all or in part beloni t o the userprogram.
The user ge~• control immediately (he may continue during the transr,•;
fer). A jump to exitaddress, with the A-register• '200 000 000'
occurs

if 4 transput operations have been initiated without waiting

for completion.
3.7.3. Wait for completion, n•271.
Call

SUBC (N[271])

The program is put into waitstate urDl. the oldest transputoperation
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which has been initiated, but for which "wait for completion" has
not been called, is terminated.
A jump to exitaddress, with the A-register• '100 000 000', occurs

if no transput operation bas been initiated, for which "wait"
has not been called.
3.7.4. Cose file, n•270
Call :
If diumfile was not opened

SUBC ( M[270])

no action.

Otherwise, the program is put into nitstate urril all transputoperations
are completed.
3.7.S. Drum transport, n•272
Calling sequence:

A• address transput description
SUBC (M[272])

See 3.7.2. for transput description and conditia~.
This call is independent of the drumfile. Contcol is given back
to the user only after completion of the transput operation.
3.7.6. Read from drum, n•280
Calling sequence:

A= address tl'ansput description
SUBC (N[27Z])

In this case, the user specifies a physical drumaddress. TIie conditions on core address and number of words remain valid.
Only reading can be done.
Thia call is intended for standard programs having a core image on
the drum.
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3.8. Library
The purpose of the library is to provide users with drumspace which
will not be overwritten between periods of system activity. Its contents are
not bound by restrictions of format. The only condition is that information must be broken up in fixed length blocks (127 words). These
blocks are read in the same sequence as they were written.
From the user's point of view, a library member is characterized by a
"name" which may be any 27 bits configuration except zero, and a "key",
which is another 27 bits configuration.
The key ensures the user an almost exclusive access for modification.
However, anybody who knows the name may read the library member.
Means are provided for creating a new member, reading, destructive reading (scratching) and deletion. Updating must be performed by (destructive) reading of the whole member, ioodification in core, and rewriting
the whole member.
3.8.1 Open library, n = 285
Calling sequence

A = exitaddress special conditions

s

= operation code,

0

=read

1 = scratch
2

J
F,

=write
=delete

most significant part = key (if
required); I.east significant part----name

SUBC (M[285])

Actions according to operation code:
0: If "name" is fo\llld in the catalog, the first block is made available
for a "next IJlock" operation.
Otherwise, jump to exitaddress with A-register= I.
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(key is required)
If "name" is fowid in the catalog and the key matches, the first
block is made available for a "next block" operation.
If "name" is not fotmd : jump to exi taddress with A-register "" I.

If the key does not match: jump to exitaddress with A-register• 2.
2

(key is required)
If "name" is not found in the catalog, and if the catalog is not
full, a new library member may be created.
If "name" is not found, but the catalog is full

Jump to exitad-

dress with A-register• 4.
If "name" is found, and the key does not match

jump to exitaddress

with A-register= 3.
If "name" is found, and the key matches, the system supposes that
an old version will be overwritten and deletes this version before
returning to the userprogram.
3

(key is required)
If "name" is not found

jump to exitaddress with A-register• I

If ke, does not match : jump to exitaddress with A-register• 3
Otherwise, the library member is deleted and, as no further operation
can be performed, the library remains closed.
Remark: the file has not been opened if a jump to exitaddress occurs.
3.8.2 Next block, n • 286
Calling sequence

A

= address of a

block

of 128 words

in core
SUBC(M[286])

"Illegal systemcall interrupt" if the block does not belong to the program. Actions according to operation code, specified in the call "open
library :
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If the preceding block was the last

0

Jump to exitaddress with

A-register~ 5 (library is closed).
Otherwise, the next block is transferred to the specified area.
The 128

th

word is undefined.
jump to exitaddress with

If the preceding block was the last

A-register• 5 (the member has been read and deleted completely, the
library is closed).
Otherwise, the next block is transferred to the specified area.
The 12s

th

word is undefined.

The system frees the drumspace that was occupied by the block.
If drumspace is available, the block is put in the library.

2

Otherwise : jump to exitaddress with A-register= 6. The userprogram
may call "next block" again. In that case, it is put into waitstate
\llltil library space becomes available.

3.8.3 Close library, n • 287
Call :

SUBC(M[287])

If file was not opened : no action.
If code was 0

terminate reading.

If code was

delete the remainder of the library member.

If code was 2

name and key are put

1.0

the catalog.

The member is available for reading (if' at least, the member is n~ empty )
Remark: Job control services address the library with names having the
following format :
26
L_

I

20
l

13

6

•

'

0Cl

0
I

I

-- 0 -

- 0-

C2

•

C3

C4

..,___,
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The character Cl, C2, C3, C4 which should be available on the operator's
console are in printercode. None of them should be an apostrophe. The
name is left adjusted and if necessary completed with character 30.
This format is recommended, as in that case, a library member can be
referred to by the object program as well as by the jobcontrol program.

3.9. Meoory requests.
At the begining of a job or after the Job Control command CLEAR, all
pages in core are deleted. The commands LOAD and LOGO allocate only
the pageframes occupied by the contents of the library member. The
loaded program is responsible for requesting additional melll)ry, or
releasing metoory space left by preceding programs.
All requests involve a contiguous area of which the lower and upper
(inclusive) are specified.
Calling sequence :

= tower bound
S = upper bound

A

SUBC(M[n])
An

"illegal system call" interrupt occurs if the address are not in

the range '13000' to '77777'.
3.9.1 Request, n • 281.
The system allocates the smallest superset at page bounds (i.e. lower
bound• multiple of 1024, upperbound • multiple of 1024 + 1023) to the
user, who may read and write at will in these pageframes.
3.9.2 Release, n • 282.
The system frees the largest subset at pagebounds.
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3.9.3 No writing, n

= 283.

The system allocates the smallest superset at pagebounds and notes that
the largest subset will not be modified by the user (at his own risks).
This feature will increase the efficiency and provide a better response time.
3.9.4 Not needed, n

a

284.

The system allocates the smallest superset at pagebounds and protects
the largest subset. The pages become inaccessible until they are
requested again.

3.10. Interrupthandling.
A userprogram may be interrupted for several reasons : an external
interrupt from its terminal, a timer interrupt, errors detected by
software or hardware.
After these interrupts, the job control program will type a message
and ask nev commands.
A userprogram however may handle certain interrupts itself. For this
purpose, the interrupts are coded as an integer.
Code l : external interrupt (hitting the key ALT MODE while the keyboard of a terminal is locked, or the message

for the

operator console).
Code 2

timer interrupt {the CPU time exceeds a maximum, specified
by a jobcontrol command or a system call).

Code 4

false address interrupt {the userprogram tries to access a
location that does not exist).

Code 8

menx>ry protection interrupt (the user tries to write into the
system or to access a location in a page that does not belong
to his program).

Code 16: illegal system call interrupt (specified in the other sections
of this chapter).
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3.10.1 Specify exitlist, n • 274.
Calling sequence :

A= <interruptmask>
S = address of e:cittist
SUBC(M[2?4])

<interrupt mask> is the sum of the codes of the interrupts the user
program handles itself.
The exitlist must contain at index O, I, 2, 3, 4 the addresses of
the programparts handling interrupts coded as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 respectively as far as they are specified in the interrupt mask.
Action when an interrupt occurs : the system saves the program counter
(T-register) and the B-register of the program in two consecutive locations, sets the address of the first of these locations in the
B-register, selects the appropiate address in the exitlist and jumps
to there.
In the interruptroutine, the user may inspect these two locations, but
cannot change their contents.
The interruptmask is reset at O.

So

the interruptroutine will not be

interrupted itself. Some new interrupts will remain pending (viz. external and timer, if they were specified in the original interruptmask),
others will cause a transition to job control mode.
3.J0.2 Return after interrupt, n • 275.

In the interruptroutine, the user may specify a new interruptmask and
exitlist, or return to the interrupted program by
B

= address of an additionai stack

(1

wcation is enough)

SUBC(M[27S]J

"nle system will restore the old B-register, interruptmask and T-register.
The user program is supposed to restore or correct all other registers itself.
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3.11. Control of rW1n1ng time.

3.ll.l Specify value of timer, n • 276.
A = CPU time i.n 1/100 of seconds., after

Calling sequence :

tJhich the progroarn shouid be interntptai
SVBC(M[276])

3. 11.2 Get total running time, n • 279.

Call :
Result

SUBC(M[279])

A-register• total of CPU-time since start of session.
S-register

undefined.

a

3.12. End of jobstep reports, n • 278.

A= <code>

Calling sequence :

SUBC(M[2?8])

By this call, userprograms give control to the jobcontrol program.
This program will perform the logical "or" of <aode> and the jobstatus
and interpret the result as follows
if bit 19 =

program cannot be r\lll

if bit 20 • O

bits 9 to 18 contain the number of errors detected
during compilation

if bit 19 0,bit 20

s

1 , and the field of bits 9 to 18 / 0

the field

contains a code for an execution error.
Other bits of <code> should be zero, for the job control program will
interpret them as errors (see 2.5.2).

<aode> • 0 means a normal end of jobstep.
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3.13 Internal code of terminal characters
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(1) The character# is not available in inputmeseages. The system interprets
it as "cancel 1 ine".
(2) Carriage return ends an inpytmeasage and is coded as 30. In an output
message, 30 types+ and switches to input.
(3) Red if input, black if output.
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3 . 14 System call codes.
256 Open lineprinter
257 Next character to lineprinter
258 Close lineprinter
259 Open tape puncher
260 Next character to tape puncher
261 Close tape puncher
262 Open cardreader
263 Next character from e asdreader
264 Close cardreader
265 Open tapereader
266 Next character from tapereader
267 Close tapereader
268 Open drumfile
269 Next transputoperation on drumfile
270 Close drumfile
271 Wait foe oldest transputoperation
272 Single transput operation
273 Next character toot from console
274 Sp cify exitlist and interruptmask
275 Re•tore status after interrupt
276

ify value of timer

277
278 Report end of jobstep
279 Ask for runtime
280 Read from physical drumaddress
281 Request memory space
282 Release memory space
283 Specify read-only space
284 Specify temporarily not needed space
285 Open l i brary
286 Next bloek to or from library
287 Close l ibrary
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4. COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE OPERATOR

In order to distinguish the messages

issued by the supervisor from those

issued by the user program, the former are preceded by the number of the
userterminal on the account of which the message is typed and the time of
the day, e.g. t *1023*. The supervisor interprets message, from the operator,
preceded by the symbol#, and passes any other message to the userprogram.
4.J. Signaletive messages.

2 *1027• BEGIN M436

signals that a user gained access to the system on

the userterminal number 2.
2 -¥-)045• END M436

CPUTIME 3'37" CHARGED TIME 4'12

11

signals the end of

that •••ion, the CPUtime used and the total computertime charged on
the given accountnumber.
4.2. Messages requiring an operator action, or an answer.
0 *)057~ INPUT TAPE dataset name M accountnumber asks the operator to

insert the sp,cified papertape into the reader and to make the device
ready. If the papertape is not available, he may answer~

# Nl'r +

(N0 Tape)

or abort the program.
+1059~ INPUT CARDS dataset naae M accountnumber

# Ii/JC ci,

(N~

Cards)

Cardreader malfunctioning
FCRE READ ING ERROR <i>
FCRE CARD

SL IP ~

FCRE

MISSED~

CARD

FCRE SUPPLY INTERRUPTED~
FCRE READ ING TROUBLE

~
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As soon as the cardreader is ready again, the operator may answer
(OK

Fcre)

Lineprinter malfunctioning
LIPR PARITY '9,
LIPR NO PAPER c8,
LIPR YOKE OPEN

c:{y,

LIPR PAPBR LOW <t\
As soon as the lineprinter is ready again, theope rator may type

-# OKL c8,

(OK

Lipr)

Library saturation:
LIBRARY SATURATED

cffe>

A userprogram is blocked because it tried to saturate the library.
The operator can erase one or more librarymembers.

# ERA 'library name '
or

:/1:.

ERA accountnumber

4'

~

The answer of the system is t he number of blocks made available
by the erasure
n DELETED

If no librarymembers

can be erased, the operator can only abort

the blocked program.

4.3. Operator assertions and commands.

# TIMhhrm ~ inserts the time of the day in hours (h) and minutes(m). It
also starts the real time clock.

ft. DATddmnyyfinserts the date (dd-day, mm-month, yy-year).

# STA4> (STArt) initialize the connection between the X8 and the PDP8:
# DRU dO, dl, d2, d3'8- (DRUm alloc ation) modifies the standard allocation
of private drumspace to the userterminals . d. is given in K words.
l
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#JOB,ffe, starts a session on the operator's console. The operator must type

all jobcontrol cou:unands.
#.JOBC/J, and #JOBT,ffe start a seasion controlla

by jobcontrol cards and a

jobcontrol tape respectively.
#KILnfaborts the userprogram controlled from userterminal number n.
#HAP

accountnwnber~

(HAlt Puncher) stops punching. The accountnumber

must be supplied, and must be the same as that of the current punchfile.
#HAL

accountnwnber 4P (HAlt Lineprinter)

#ZER<J> (ZERO accounting administration)
#SYS# Interrupts the userprogram run from the operator's console and
gives control to the jobcontrol program.

#4'

Generates a normal interrupt for the userporgram run from the opera-

tor's console.

4.4. Operator questions.
#(ICC-ff,

(occupation)

Answer of the system: the occupied terminals.
#RUN~

(RUNtime of active programs)

Answer of the system: the active terminals and the CPUtime consumed since
the , lessions started.
#DIS~

(DIStribution of drumspace)

Answer of the system: the number of blocks occupied by the library,
inputfiles, outputfiles and the number of free blocks.

